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Abstract: An atgorithm for automated creation of a relational PC
database based on primary text documents is developed. The suggested
coding system assigns a natural number to each explicit text obiect'
Two numbers form a pair when the text obiects they represent relate
to each other. lnput data, basic algorithmic operations and general
database structure are described. The developed algorithm is applied
for creation of the ,,Phytopharmacy" database that stores and
structures the data referring tp the culture,s, pesfs and basic grlups
of pesticides. The presented algorithm and softvvare would be useful
methodology and tool for automated creation of databases storing
related text objects.

1 . Introduction

Primary documents containing unformatted text with com-
plex relations between the text objects (words, phrases) lead to
research of applicability of relational design. Text documents are
often stored unsystematically in a rather confusing file structure
with an inscrutable hierarchy and little access control [1]. The
databases store data in a systematic way and allow multi-user,
multi-site, user-/role-s pecific controlled access [1 ]. Relational da-
tabase seems like a good candidate for storage of related text
objects. An information retrieval system that can search and dis-
play any unit of a text such as a sentence, a paragraph or a chapter
and therefore supports user's use of the retrieved documents using
the text-level structure of documents is presented in [2]. A tech-
nique for storing compound keyrruords is developed in [3]. This
work also discusses the importance of preparing efficient methods
for extraction keywords with information about the relationships
between them. In this case it is expedient to build a coding system
of the text objects [4]. This system facilitates the specialists in
automatic input and the structuring of the data in database and
subsequently their processing. At the same time the coding system
can remain relatively hidden because of easier daily work of end-
users.

The information about permitted pesticides for plant
protection in Bulgaria is available either as printed booklet [5]
or electronically in MS Word tables [6]. The Word tables are
practically a full copy of the booklet pages and do not offer new
data organization. The phytopharmaceutical products in the men-
tioned two forms are arranged in ascending order of the active
substance or in alphabetic order of the three groups of pesti-
cides, Cunently, relationships between pesticides, pests and
culture are visible but in different MS Word tables respectively
in different sheets of the booklet. This layout does not provide
for easy search of products for treating a culture against certain
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pes t ,  wh ich  i s  the  ma in  query  aga ins t  th i s  da ta .
This work proposes the solution to the problems of

this nature by creating of the PC based relational database that
stores and integrates related text objects. This type of database
provides not only fast searching due to the effective relation-
ships but also preparing queries for data integration from dif-
ferent tables.
The aims of this paper are:

. To present the developed algorithm for extracting
text objects from primary documents, their coding, relating and
storing automatically into a PC database.

. To show the application of the suggested algorithm
for automated creation of a relational PC database storing the
data referring to cultures, pests and basic groups of pesticides
used in agriculture - fungicides, herbicides and insecticides.

2. A System for Goding Text Obiects

Problem definition. Two sets M, and M, containing text
objects related to one another are studied in this work. Each text
object is one word or sequence of words (phrase). The set M, is
divided into q-subsets (q >1). Let assume Q=3, i.e. the set Mrwill
contain three subsets Prr,. Pr, and P*rr. The disjunction of the

subsets is the empty set A. The same assumption would be

applied to other values of q. All types of relationships between the
sets' elements (,,one to one", ,,one to many" and ,,many to many")
are taken into account (figure 1).

Building of the coding system. A specific coding system
of the text objects of the sets M, and M, needs to be built because
of the following reasons:

. The numbers (codes) are indexed more easily than
text. lt leads to faster searching of the objects.

. The coding facilitates the work of the programmer in
the development of specialized software for processing text ob-
jects.

The textobjectsfrom M, and Mrare used as,,key" words
forthe purpose of creating a relational database. The input data is
arranged in rows into symbol strings with different length i.e. they
are inhomogeneous. Each row contains sequence of words, a part
of which are keys orentitiesforthedatabase andtheyhaveto befound
and coded depending on their belonging to the set M, or M'

The codes of the text objects are defined in the following
way, Codes-natural numbers belonging to a definite segment in
advance are definedforcoding the objects f rom M,, P*r,, P*r,drd
P*rr. The number of the elements in the subsets Prr,, Prr, afld
Pr* is respectively p21,g22andpr'where:p.e 1+n; p22€ n+1+rfl,
prre m+1+q; n, m, q€ 1q . Exactlyonenatural number(code)cone
sponds to each element of the sets in order to avoid ambiguity.
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Figure 1. Presentation of the

The names of the objects and their codes are stored in lists. Finally,
the aim of this coding system is to define the relations between
contextually related text objects. In all these cases a pair of their
codes (combination) is formed providing that the first code
belongsto the text objectof M,while the second oneconesponds
tothetext object of M,.These combinations have to be saved
and used as keys of table schemes of the database.

There are cases where an element code from one set
and an element codefrom the other one are consecutively placed
in a row of the in put document. The number of possible
combinations between the elements of M, and Prr,0rPrrr0rP*r,
depends on the product of number of the elements from the
two sets. There is an exception when an elementfrom set M, is
not possibly related to all elements from P"r, or Prrror Pr* of
the examined row and vice versa. In this case combinations
between the elements of the two sets are not correct.Therefore
theuser hastocheck and delete incorrectcombinations in the
dialogue mode.

3. Algorithmic Solutions

The flowchart of the algorithm for automated creation of
a PC database that stores and structures related text objects is
presented on figure 2.

lnput data:Each row of the input document D, is inter-
preted as a string. The searched text objects are placed in these
strings. The lists S,, S, and S, consist of the elements of the
subsets P*r,, Pn,and Pr* respectively and their codes The list
R, presents the elements from M, and their codes. These codes
are predefined on the base of expected text objects in the input
document D,. Exactly, these coded objects are the keys in the
tables of the relational database.

Basic operations:The subalgorithm SA1 is applied on
each row of the input document D,. In case that a word or word
phrases in a row of the input document D, are found as an
element of the list of the sets M,0r M, then the respective code
from the list is inserted in the row of the document with codes
D^. The number of the received codes from the lists of the sets
M, or M, in a row of document D, defines the number of the
combinations between the elements of these two sets. The
subalgorithm SA2 combines the codes and saves them in D'
When a code from one of the two sets is duplicated SA2
automatically deletes it. The subalgorithm SA3 provides the
user with the information necessary for him to establish and
delete the incorrect combinations mentioned in previous sec-

sets and relations

tion in dialogue mode. Gett ing the incorrect combinations de-
pends on the text presentation of the explicit obiect in the input
document. In these cases one has to work with an expert in
the scientific field where the database is built. The data from
the corrected document D, is an the input in the database. The
number of the true combinations between the elements of M,
and M" defines the number of the records stored in the tables
of thelelational database.

Relational database structure:The number of the
database tables is determined by the number of the subsets
of the set M" and two tables corresponding to the set M, and the
inputdocumentD,, that is to sayq+2tables. The table containing
the objects of the set M, is referenced table. lf an element of
the set M,is related to manyelements of the different subsets
of l,A,(figure 7i then the elements of the subsets are stored
in separated referencing tables.The table concerning the input
document is related to each of the tables containing the elements
of the subsets and it is the side ,,many" of the relationship.

The software needed for applying the suggested
algorithm is implemented in the environment of Visual Basic. l t
also uses Excel form for input data and the DBMS ,,Access"
for management of relational objects in PC database. The PC
database updating can be accomplished by relatively small
modifications of this software. The changes in the database
structure are not necessary.

4. Application of the Algorithm for Automated
Creation of the Phytopharmacy Database

The elements of the sets M, and M, are generally
interpreted as cultures and respectively their pests. Let specify:

. The list R, consists of the names of the cultures
from M. set and their codes.

. The names of all funguses from the set
Prr, C M, and their codes are in the l ist S,.

. All weeds from P"r, C M, and their codes make the
l ist Sr.

. And all insects from Prrrc M, and their codes are
in the list Sr.

The data referring to permitted products for plant
protection and feftil izers in Bulgaria are presented in booklet [5].
,,ABBYY FineReader" software system is used to transform this
data [7] to Excel tables, stored in the input document D, of the
developed algorithm (figure 2). All words found in the rows of
the tables from D, that belong to the sets M, and M, are ,,keys"
in the database structure. Figure 3 presents fragments of
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Excel tables with found word phrases for the culture ,,goMaTl4"
(figure 3a) and pest ,,raproQeua nnana" (figure 3b).Ihe corre-
sponding pair of codes 5 and 1 17 defines the relation between
them. The second code 1 17 (figure 4b)is needed for organising
all phytopharmaceutical products in a Product_firm table of the
database (figure 4c) reterencing to the discussed two related
objects.

Ihe Phytopharmacy database stores five related tables.
Let characterize them shortly:

.fhe Culturestable saves the list of names and codes
of all cultures in Bulgaria.

. The tables Fungus (funguses), Herba (weeds) and
lnsectum (insects) save lists of the pests from the respective
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group for each culture. Besides these tables store pests' codes
and corresponding to them culture's codes.

-Ihe Product_firm table contains all pesticides for the
three groups of pests. The design of this table includes also all
the necessary attributes of phytopharmaceutical products -
pesticide's and firm's name, active substance, concentration
etc.

One-to-many relationships are used in the Phytopharmacy
database. The table Cultures (figure 4a) is a referenced table
and it is related to the tables Fungus (figure 4b), Herba and
lnsectum. Every record of the Cultures table corresponds to the
table of its pests from the indicated group.
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Figure 4. Relations between the objects in the ,,Phytopharmacy" database
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Each of the three tables Fungus, Herba and lnsectum
is re lated wi th the respect ive records referr ing to the
phytopharmaceutical products and their attributes from the
Prod uct_fi rm table (fi g ure 4c).

The storing and relat ing the text objects in the
Phytopharmacy database facilitates the agricultural specialists in
the fast searching and presenting needed data concerning pes-
ticides for treating cultures against pests.

5. Conclusion

The innovation novelty of the algorithm consists in in-
tegration of the suggested coding system and required opera-
tions for automated creation of a relational PC database that
stores and structures related text objects. The effectiveness of
the algorithm can be also found in the opportunity for its appli-
cation in database updating. The application of the developed
algorithm is presented for the creation of the Phytopharmacy
database in Bulgaria. The codes of the cultures, pests and
pesticides are stored in database that is an important prereq-
uisite for building of algorithms and programs embedding the
Phytopharmacydatabase in knowledge based or decision sup-
port system. Besides, the positive experience in automatic cre-
ation of Ihe Phytopharmacy database in Bulgaria is a base for
building similar databases in other countries.

The main restr ict ion of the presented algori thm
consists in the necessity to delete some incorrect code
combinations in dialogue mode. lt means that creation of database
cannot be fully automated. lt is worth noting that not more than
4o/o of all incorrect code combinations were deleted by the user
during the process of buildingthe Phytopharmacy database.

The presented algorithm and software would be a
proper methodology and a tool for automated creation of
databases in fields such as pharmacy, medicine, sociology etc.,
where relations between text objects can be defined.
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